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 ’Abu-Ghazaleh Knowledge Center’ 
Holds Various Training Courses in 
July 2023

AMMAN –Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Knowledge 
Center (TAG-KC), a member of Talal 
Abu-Ghazaleh Global (TAG.Global), held 
various training courses in August 2023, 
conducted online and face-to-face. 

Training courses, listed as part of the 
professional diploma programs, have been 
held, with the participation of 115 trainees. 
Courses included Practical Applications 
of Human Resources; Recruiting and 
Attracting Competencies; Organizational 
Well-being and Employees Motivation; Excel 
for HR Employees; Manpower Planning, 
Replacement, and Succession Plans; 
Learning, Organizational Growth, Training 
Plan Development; and Human Resources 
Policies and Procedures + Labor Law.

In addition, a number of specialized 
courses in translation were conducted such 
as Translation of Advertisement Material, 
Business and Management, Principles 
of Translation, Translation Methods, and 
Written Translation (English-Arabic).
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AMMAN – Talal Abu-
Ghazaleh Knowledge 
Center (TAG-KC), a 
member of Talal Abu-
Ghazaleh Global (TAG.
Global), has signed 
a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU) 
with Master Minds Center 
- a prestigious educational 
center that serves students 

in both national and international streams (IGCSE, IB, and ACT), to cooperate in 
the fields of training and to exchange technical, scientific and academic expertise.

The MoU was signed by Eng. Zaid Murad, director general of the Center, and 
Ms. Sana’ Al Tal, TAG-KC manager, in the presence of representatives from 
both sides. 

During the signing ceremony, Eng. Murad expressed the Center’s pride in 
cooperating with TAG-KC, stating that Master Minds Center is one of the 
specialized educational institutions in teaching international curricula and 
providing training courses for teachers of international programs domains. 

For her part, Ms. Al Tal said that this cooperation comes as part of TAG-KC’s 
vision of training and skills development for teachers and individuals in various 
specialties, in order to enrich their knowledge with new skills and to expand 
their horizons. She also expressed TAG-KC’s interest in organizing and holding 
training courses for teachers and individuals in various areas. 

Abu-Ghazaleh Knowledge Center’ Signs Cooperation Agreement with 
Master Minds Center
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Abu-Ghazaleh Patronizes Graduation Ceremony of 1st Batch of 
‘Summer+ Club for Kids’

AMMAN – Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Global (TAG.Global) has celebrated the graduation 
of the first batch of the first summer club of its kind, ‘Summer+’. 

This activity, organized by the Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Knowledge Center (TAG-
KC), a member of TAG.Global, in cooperation with the Middle East Plus (ME+), 
included various educational, cultural and entertainment programs.

The Club targeted kids aged between 8-11 and 12-16 years old, to utilize their 
free time for acquiring useful skills. The Club provided various and specialized 
programs, including English conversation, drawing cartoons, coding, game 
design, debates, public speaking skills, media, in addition to organizing weekly 
entertainment and cultural trips. In this regard, Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh expressed his 
pride in graduating a group of creative students who actively engaged in the events 
and activities of the Summer Club from various educational institutions in Jordan. 
He emphasized his relentless keenness on targeting this group of young children 
and harness their capabilities and energies in different areas.
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For his part, Eng. Nasouh Al Santreci, Middle East Plus director, presented an 
honorary shield to Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh, expressing his pride in collaborating with 
TAG-KC.

During the graduating ceremony, students displayed a number of projects they had 
created, providing a concise overview of the most notable skills they had acquired 
during their participation in the Club. At the end of the celebration, distinguished 
students participating in the Club were honored by Ms. Sana’ Al Tal, TAG-KC 
manager, and Mr. Sayel Dalaeen, ME+ training manager with Gifts and certificates 
of appreciation from both sides, which were distributed to all participating students, 
volunteers, and trainers for the efforts they exerted during the Summer Club.






